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11 rich in blue and violet. Hence, the observer sees red light rom the first of these layers, and blue to violet from the other, >y> gets the effect of the superposition of the opposite ends of
spectrum, that is, purple. The effect is most pronounced urn.in.ous layers are seen more or less "end on." Hence, the gh-test at the border of the earth shadow. The fact that the nent of the purple is from the lower atmosphere, and the a. the higher, is evident from the bluish crepuscular rays that jte^ apparently, from the antisolar point—shadow streaks cast ie lower dust-laden air by western clouds or mountain peaks, v the horizon.
right segment only a few degrees deep, but many in extent, on the western horizon just after sundown. The lowest per-
is   red and the upper yellowish.    A product, essentially, of light  by the lower and dustier portions of the atmosphere, light  before being scattered is already reduced, essentially, >rs seen.
Urple    glow   COverJ-no-  •mnn'h  of t"hp wftstfvm  skv.  reanhiner  its intensity -when th when it is about
.e western sky, presu____
.ven above under (c). The crepuscular rays of this region, T radiating from the sun, often are greenish-blue. tint purple glow covering the entire sky when the sun is 6° 3low the horizon, and gradually disappearing in the west when 5 16° to 18° below the horizon. This appears to be due to scattering of light from the illuminated atmosphere far to the
re going descriptions, applying equally to dawn (not the "false aich appears to be the zodiacal light, transient owing to the "ightness of the true dawn), are not universally applicable, ie sky very commonly is greenish instead of purple, probably atmosphere is but moderately dust laden. Furthermore, the >ns are only qualitative. A rigid analysis, even if the distribu-3 atmosphere and its dust and moisture content were known— y are not, nor are they constant—would be at least difficult and
.on of Twilight.—The duration of twilight, whether civil, that is, after sunset or before sunrise during which there is sufficient outdoor occupations, or astronomical, the time until or after darkness, varies with the amount of cloudiness and inclination iptic to the horizon. In the case of clear skies, civil twilight Degins, when the true position of the sun (center) is about 6° horizon, and astronomical twilight when it is about 18° below.

